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Hair wellness for more 
than 30 years.
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From humble beginnings, Mary Centofanti 
began her career with Dresslier as a fledgling 
receptionist in 1984. 23 years later, in 2007, 
Mary and her husband John acquired the then 
struggling business motivated to turn things 
around. Armed with a strong vision and a set of 
guiding principles that are steeped in passion, 
determination, integrity and community, they 
embarked on a decade long journey that has 
lead them to where they are today, one of 
Australia’s leading hair care manufacturers. 
 
Upon acquisition of Dresslier, the parent 
company that was established in 1930, Mary 
decided to reformulate the entire Davroe salon 
professional range. At the time the move was 
seen as extremely bold and somewhat risky, 
yet Mary’s innovation and progressive vision 
has now lead to Davroe being widely regarded 
as the first professional hair care range to be 
sulphate, paraben and petrochemical free, 
completely cruelty free, 100% Vegan and to use 
pure Australian native extract. 
 
 

30 years of passion, determination  
and integrity.

It is our unwavering commitment to our vision 
and values coupled with determination and 
innovation that has created our world leading, 
unique formula. This formula represents 
the highest performance, excellent value, 
a passionate care for our planet and deep 
respect for our loyal and faithful customers. 
 
As a constantly evolving and adapting company 
we are very excited to be launching our new 
brand and packaging. Again, a move that has 
been considered bold and somewhat risky, yet 
one that we are extremely proud of and feel 
strongly about. I know that you will love it as 
much as we do. 

Mary Centofanti  
Owner/Director.

Our vision is simple, it’s to create the most 
honest and pure range of products for 
everyone, we do this by adhering to these 
three guiding principles. 

Natural —We make every effort to ensure 
our products are natural, sensitive to the 
environment and only ever use ingredients  
of the highest quality. 

Vegan—No fads or trends here, we have  
been vegan for more than 30 years.

Australian—100% proudly Australian made  
and owned.

1Hair Wellness
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Senses Davroe Senses is a unique collection of hair wellness products 
that offers the benefits of natural, botanical ingredients combined 
with the latest wellbeing technology. All of our products contain 
our unique Colour Protect Complex (Kakadu Plum, Olive Leaf 
extract, Grape Seed extract and Quinoa Protein) to protect, 
enhance and prevent colour fade.

Senses Range— 
Repair 
Moisture 
Smooth 
Volume 
Blonde
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Repair Senses—
Restored, protected, stronger hair. 

Shampoo

• Repairs hair weakened by 
chemical processes

• Resists colour fade

• Strengthens hair from the  
inside out

• Suitable for all hair types

Conditioner

• Nourishes and protects 
colour

• Extends the life of your 
colour

• Maintains the intensity of 
colour treated hair

• Adds vibrancy and shine

Revitalizing Shampoo and Conditioner 

A mild everyday shampoo and conditioner with 
Hibiscus for normal and coloured hair. Contains 
our unique Colour Protect Complex; formulated 
with pure plant extracts, including Kakadu 
Plum and Olive Leaf to help extend the life of 
your colour. Rice and Quinoa Proteins assist in 
strengthening and protecting the hair.

Nature’s Active— 
Australian Hibiscus.

Moisture Senses—
Moisture rich, luxurious hair.

Shampoo

• Moisture rich formula 
instantly improves dry hair

• Hydrates dry and coarse 
hair

• Revitalises and detangles

• Promotes bounce and 
shine for curly hair

• Suitable for hair extensions

Conditioner

• Thick and moisturising,  
but doesn’t weigh hair down

• Gives dry hair instant 
movement

• Moisturises and removes 
frizz treated hair

• Adds vibrancy and shine

Hydrating Shampoo and Conditioner 

This gentle shampoo and conditioner with 
Australian Lilly Pilly is formulated to revitalize 
and detangle dry, damaged, and curly hair 
types. Nourishing organic Argan Oil and 
Quinoa Protein assist to replenish essential 
moisture and repair damage to leave hair feeling 
soft, supple and healthy. Helps to improve 
manageability, reduce frizz, and add luminous 
shine.

Nature’s Active— 
Australian Lilly Pilly.
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Smooth Senses—
Softer, shinier, healthier hair.

Volume Senses—
Thicker, fuller, healthier hair.

Shampoo

• Smooths and controls 
flyaways

• Calms frizz

• Suitable for all Keratin

• Straightening and hair 
extensions

• Softens hair

Conditioner

• Smooths the cuticle layer

• Enables easier blow drying

• Smooths hair extensions

• Amazing anti-humidifying 
conditioner

Shampoo

• Delivers maximum volume 

• Amplifies fine hair

• Great for oily or sensitive 
scalps

 
Conditioner

• Extremely light weight for 
fine hair

• Weightless moisture

• Adds body and shine

Anti-frizz Shampoo and Conditioner 

This moisture rich and balancing shampoo 
and conditioner with Blueberry is formulated 
to soften, smooth, and add luminous shine to 
normal and dry hair. It defends against humidity 
to reduce frizz, and contains Rice and Quinoa 
Proteins to help repair, strengthen and protect 
the hair from the inside out.

Amplifying Shampoo and Conditioner

This gentle, colour safe shampoo and 
conditioner with Watercress is formulated to 
deliver maximum volume and moisture to fine 
hair. Its instant detangling formula contains Rice 
and Quinoa Proteins to strengthen and repair 
for amplified body and shine.

Nature’s Active— 
Australian Hibiscus.

Nature’s Active— 
Watercress.
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Blonde Senses—
Hydrated, toned, protected hair.

Shampoo

• Neutralises yellow brassy 
tones

• High performance, mild 
formulation

• Brightens and tones

• Will not overtone
 
Conditioner

• Leaves the hair soft and silky

• Great detangling conditioner

• Enhance shine

Platinum Shampoo and Conditioner
 
A mild shampoo and conditioner with 
Native Violet to cleanse hair, moisturise and 
maintain a cool to neutral tone. Formulated 
to enhance colour vibrancy and impart super 
shine. Contains Rice and Quinoa Proteins to 
strengthen and protect the hair.

Nature’s Active— 
Native Australian Violet.
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Remedy—
Soothing, cleansing and relieving.  

Scalp Remedy Shampoo—
Soothes irritable scalp, also 
clears dandruff.

• Instant relief

• Colour safe

• Suitable for Eczema and 
Psoriasis

• Soothing and calming
 

Scalp Remedy Conditioner—
Soothes irritable scalp, also 
clears dandruff.

• Nourishes and soothes the 
scalp

• Suitable for all hair types

• Conditions the hair

• Controls flaking and softens 
hair 

Scalp Remedy Lotion Spray—
Fast relief, soothes irritable 
scalp.

• Lightweight leave-in 
treatment

• Reduces dandruff and 
flaking

• Eliminates itchiness and 
redness

• Cools and relieves the 
scalp instantly

Fortitude—
Mend, repair & strengthen.

Split Ends Therapy Balm—

• Seals split hair fibres

• Repairs fragile ends

• Creates resistance against 
future damage

• Contains a blend of Wild 
Orange and White Cypress 
extracts

• Silicone Free

• Moisturises and conditions 
damaged hair

• Leaves hair smoother, 
stronger, and healthier

Nature’s Active— 
Aloe Vera and Kakadu Plum.

Nature’s Active— 
Wild Orange and White Cypress.
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Cleanse—
Cleansing and refreshing.  

Clarify Deep Cleansing 
Shampoo— 
Gently removes build up from 
the hair and scalp. Ideal to use 
prior to chemical treatments.

• Gently removes build up 
including minerals,  
chlorine and styling 
products

• Deep cleansing of 
excessive oil from the hair  
and scalp

• Colour safe and can be 
used daily

• Detox your hair one to two 
times a month in  
between your favourite 
Davroe Shampoo

 

Revive Dry Shampoo— 
Instantly refreshes, cleans & 
volumises hair without leaving 
a powdery residue.

• Instantly refreshes, cleans 
and volumises hair,  
without leaving a powdery 
residue 

• Keeps your hair feeling 
fresh, clean and hydrated 
without adding oil 

• Use in between washes to 
extend your blow dry or 
style

• Washes out effortlessly with 
no build up

Nature’s Active— 
Olive Leaf Extract and 
Snowflower Extract.
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Treatments Davroe has formulated a range of treatments to rescue your 
hair. Our treatments are suitable for all hair types. Infused with 
natural plant extracts including Kakadu Plum, Aloe Vera, Argan Oil, 
Hibiscus, Mango Butter, Jojoba Oil, Shea Butter and Camellia Oil. 
Your hair will love you for it.

Treatments Range— 
MCT 
Luxe 
Ends Repair 
Tame Detangler 
Rebuilder 
Replenish 
Argan oil
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Treatments—Leave-In
Curly, colour treated, dry, 
damaged or fine.

Treatments—Rinse Off
Curly, colour treated, dry, 
damaged or fine.

Luxe—
Leave-in masque.

• Forms a protective non-oily barrier to guard 
against colour fade and provide sun and surf 
protection

• Use on wet or dry hair to reduce flyaway 
static

• Makes hair feel softer, healthier and 
controllable

Tame Detangler— 
The ultimate leave-in conditioning detangler 
spray.

• Leave-in conditioning detangling spray with 
Lemongrass and Jasmine extracts

• Formulated to be extra-gentle

• Instantly detangles even the most unruly hair

• Leaves hair soft and manageable with a 
beautiful shine

MCT— 
The ultimate moisture conditioning treatment.

• Deep penetrating, moisture rich treatment

• Infuses each strand with a boost of hydration 
to help restore moisture

• Leaves hair feeling smooth, soft and healthy 

Rebuilder— 
A protein rich treatment to repair and rebuild  
damaged hair.

• Restores fantastic strength, body and shine 
to damaged hair

• Infused with Quinoa and Rice Proteins

• Strengthens dry, brittle, damaged and fine 
hair

Argan Oil— 
Restores moisture and shine.

• Formulated for all hair types

• An instant treatment with organic Argan Oil

Conditions and moisturises without greasiness, 
delivering soft, silky hair with a radiant shine 

Ends Repair— 
Leave-in treatment.

• Ends Repair is a unique multi-action leave-in 
treatment

• Seals split ends, repairs and moisutrises the 
hair to prevent breakage
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Replenish— 
A protein and moisture rich treatment restoring 
silkiness and shine to the hair.

• Ideal for normal to dry/damaged hair types

• Suitable for hair extensions

• Containing pure plant extracts and Quinoa 
Proteins,  
it restores wellbeing, silkiness, and shine to 
the hair

• Helps strengthen hair weakened by chemical 
processes, heat styling, and environmental 
exposure

• With Jojoba Oil penetrating the hair shaft, 
Replenish works from the inside to help 
strengthen and repair
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Chroma Davroe Chromas are Silicone Free, moisture rich colour 
treatments, formulated to gently deposit pigment on to the hair, 
whilst leaving it in optimum condition; feeling soft with a beautiful 
lustre. Chromas hue will fade gracefully after 3-5 washes and 
can be used as a wash out colour, or applied weekly to maintain 
saturation.

Chroma will not only leave the hair with a pastel to vibrant colour 
depending on choice of colour but will also leave it feeling soft, 
luxurious and with a beautiful lustre. Chroma can also be mixed 
with MCT for a lighter hue with Chroma Blushing Gold, Rose 
Quartz, Sunset Copper and Violet Haze.

Senses Range— 
Cool Graphite 
Perfectly Nude 
Violet Haze 
Blushing Gold 
Rose Quartz 
Sunset Copper
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Rose Quartz— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to deliver an ultra rosy tint to 
the hair.

• Infused with Rose extract

• Creates a pink-red hue on 
medium to light blonde hair

• Gives a rosy tone on light to 
dark brown hair 

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished and revitalised

Cool Graphite— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to add or enhance rich copper 
hues.

• Contains Willow Bark 
extract

• Neutralise warm tones on 
brown hair

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished  
and revitalised

Blushing Gold— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to add a hint of rose gold to 
the hair.

• Enriched with Camellia Oil 
extract

• Tints light blonde hair types 
to leave a subtle pink hue 

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished and revitalised

Sunset Copper— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to add or enhance rich copper 
hues.

• Contains Calendula extract

• Creates a combination of 
pink and orange tones on 
light to dark blonde hair 

• Adds more vibrancy to 
copper/red hair

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished and revitalised

Perfectly Nude— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to delicately tone blonde hair.

• Contains Macademia 
extract

• Leaves blonde hair with a 
creamy hue removing warm 
gold tones 

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished and revitalised

Violet Haze— 
Moisturising colour treatment 
to add a hint of rose gold to 
the hair.

• Enriched with Violet extract

• Adds a deep violet hue to 
light to dark brown hair 

• Gives a vibrant violet hue 
for light to dark blonde hair

• Improves hair strength

• Adds moisture, leaving hair 
nourished and revitalised

Natural · Vegan · Australian20

Chroma—
Moisture rich colour treatments, 
formulated to gently deposit 
pigment onto the hair.
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Styling Our styling collection is  gentle on skin and has been designed 
with your wellbeing in mind. 
 
Including Nature’s Actives of pure plant extracts such as Aloe 
Vera, Camellia Oil, Lilly Pilly, Macadamia Nut, Marshmallow Root, 
Rosemary, Watercress, Coffee Bean, Bamboo, Snowflower and 
Willow Bark. The collection offers three defining factor groups: 
refine to help smooth, build to assist with volume and definition 
to help define your hair. All without product build up.

Styling Range— 
Shine Fluid 
Thermaprotect 
Brilliance Shine Mist 
Smoothing Balm 
Defining Paste 
Ultimatum 
Curl Créme Definer 
Construct 

Fibre Créme 
Matte Pomade 
Complete 
Texture Clay 
Body Volume Texture 
Voluminous Spray 
Formation 
Cloud 
Murray River Salt Spray
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Refine—
To help smooth.

Build—
To assist with volume.

Murray River Salt Spray— 
Creates beachy waves and texture for all  
hair types.

• Murray River Salt Spray with Kangaroo Apple 
extract adds texture without drying out your 
hair

• Unlike other salt sprays, this lightweight spray 
gently infuses hair with a beach feel 

• Brings out natural body and enhances curl 
for effortless, wind styled texture

• Scrunch and air dry for beach waves 

• Blowdry for voluminous locks

Voluminous Spray— 
Instantly creates maximum volume for all  
hair types

• Pumps up the volume so hair looks fuller and 
feels thicker 

• Use from root to ends for a lightweight, long 
lasting, natural hold 

• Formulated with Watercress, Olive Leaf and 

• Kakadu Plum extracts  

Smoothing Balm— 
For frizz free, silky, smooth, shiny hair.

• Use this on curly hair to create smoother 
loose curls

• Infused with Abyssinian Oil and Quinoa 
protein 

• Tames flyaways by removing frizz 

• Creates a super smooth hold and super 
shine 

• Humidity resistant

Thermaprotect— 
Guards the hair from heat styling tools.

• Formulated to protect the hair from the 
damaging effects of heat styling tools 

• This lightweight spray delivers a long lasting,  
natural hold

• Leaves hair smooth and shiny 

• Reduce flyaway static without greasiness or 
build up 

• Contains Quinoa protein and pure plant 
extracts

Brilliance Shine Mist— 
Lightweight, anti humidifying finishing mist.

• Enhance dull hair

• Protects against humidity

• Brings out a radiant shine without oiliness

• The perfect balance of light reflective 
technology together with plant derived oils 
including Camellia Seed Oil

• Infused with Vitamins A, B, D and E and 
Abyssinian Oil

• Providing natural protection against the 
elements

• Adding lightweight gloss beautiful shine

Shine Fluid— 
High luminous gloss with camellia oil.

• Use on hair that is prone to knotting for 
effortless combing and styling

• A high gloss serum for all hair types

• Offers thermal protection against heat styling 
tools

Body Volume Texture— 
For that instant blowout look with maximum 
body and texture.

• Our liquid to foam volumiser adds body, 
volume and texture to all hair types 

• This lightweight foam gives hair more 
movement and fullness, whilst maintaining 
softness and touchability

Cloud— 
For that instant blowout look with maximum 
body and texture.

• A weightless styling powder, that adds 
volume and texture to your hair without 
weighing it down 

• Our unique powder adds texture, body and 
movement to your hair with lasting hold 

• Can be layered to build body with ease and 
is suitable for all hair types 

• Cloud is all you need for that instant volume

Formation— 
A unique versatile conditioning styler for 
medium hold, definition and control.

• Define and control with Formation

• A smooth medium hold, versatile styling 
lotion 

• Formulated with Grapeseed and Olive Leaf 
extracts 

• Conditioning formula won’t dry the hair 

• Adds natural shine Ideal for heat styling 

• Provides UV, heat, and colour protection
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Detail—
To help define your hair. 

Fibre Crème— 
Pliable fibrous defining crème.

• Shape, twist and manipulate hair into any 
style!  

• This ultra-creative fibrous putty provides a 
firm yet pliable hold with great shine 

• For a natural, clean finish 

• Contains pure Sunflower Seed Oil and 
Macadamia Nut Oil

Matte Pomade— 
Strong hold with matte to low sheen finish.

• The perfect product for timeless polished 
looks, control and definition on both short 
and long textured hair

• Contains Willow bark to aid in strengthening 
and repairing the hair 

• Strong hold without the stiffness

• Leaves hair looking matte, not greasy

Texture Clay— 
Medium hold with a matte finish.

• Create fullness and texture on fine to 
medium hair 

• Blackwood wattle, helps to strengthen and 
repair the hair 

• Perfect for piecing and for a natural look with 
a matte finish

Ultimatum— 
Long lasting, quick drying, strong hold finishing 
spray.

• This high performance finishing spray 
provides a long lasting, maximum hold to any 
style 

• Infused with pure plant extracts including 
Rosemary and Hops, its quick drying formula 
protects the hair’s natural moisture balance 
and adds natural shine 

• Contains UV and heat protection to guard 
against colour loss and prevent thermal 
styling damage  

• Leaves hair smooth and shiny

Complete— 
Strong hold hair spray. Contains bamboo extract 
for strength and vitality.

• A high performance aerosol hairspray, 
versatile enough to use as either a working 
or finishing spray 

• Provides long lasting maximum hold giving a 
soft look to any style 

• Quick drying formula protects the hair’s 
natural moisture balance and adds natural 
shine

Construct— 
Flexible, strong hold gel for gravity defying hair.

• A pliable styling hair gel, perfect for spiking, 
texturizing or any style requiring a strong, 
long lasting hold 

• Contains Quinoa protein to help protect 
hair from environmental stress and enhance 
shine for healthier looking hair 

• Rinses out easily

Curl Crème Definer— 
A lightweight styling crème enhancing curl 
definition for luscious locks.

• Created with pure sunflower oil and plant 
extracts 

• Including Australian native Lilly Pilly

• Reduce frizz, smooth unruly hair and add 
shine

• Fortifying quinoa proteins help condition the 
hair to deliver soft manageable curls

Defining Paste— 
Medium to strong hold with light sheen

• Defining paste is your go to for added 
texture or definition 

• A medium to strong hold that is pliable 

• Perfect for medium to thick hair 

• Contains coffee bean to stimulate repair and 
add sheen to hair

• Perfect for that polished look
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Moisturising Hand Sanitiser Gel—
Kills 99.9% Germs.

Body Wellness—
Cleanse, hydrate, firm.

Body & Face Cleansing Gel—
Revitalizing and moisture rich 
for all skin types.

• Gently cleanse all skin 
types

• Skin is left feeling softer, 
smoother, and revitalised

• Contains Aloe Vera and 
Australian Illawarra Flame 
Tree Extracts

• Will condition and hydrate 
your face and body

 

Body Firming Lotion—
Lightweight intensive 
moisturiser to firm and  
smooth skin.

• Contains Shea Butter and 
Green Coffee Bean extract

• Increasing skin circulation

• Improves collagen 
production to support skin 
structure

• Helps reduce cellulite, 
stretch marks and scarring

Moisturising Hand  
Sanitiser Gel—

• Formulated with 70% 
Alcohol to kill germs

• Keeps hands protected

• Formulated with 
moisturising agents

• Leaves hands feeling soft, 
hydrated and nourished

• No need to rinse

Nature’s Active— 
Aloe Vera and Illawarra  
Flame Tree Extracts

Nature’s Active— 
Shea Butter and Green  
Coffee Bean Extract

Nature’s Active— 
Aloe Vera
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Hair Type Shampoo Conditioner Treatment

Fine / Low Density Volume Senses  
Amplifying Shampoo

Volume Senses  
Amplifying Conditioner

Tame Detangler  
(when required) 

Rebuilder (weekly)

Fine / High Density Volume Senses  
Amplifying Shampoo

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Replenish, Rebuilder  
or MCT (weekly)  

Normal / Dry / Curly Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Shampoo 

Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Shampoo

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Conditioner

Replenish or MCT (weekly) 

Luxe Leave-in Masque (daily)

Coarse / Frizzy / Unruly Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Shampoo 

Smooth Senses  
Anti-Frizz Shampoo

Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Conditioner 

Smooth Senses  
Anti-Frizz Conditioner

Replenish or MCT (weekly)

Argan Oil (daily)

Coloured / Treated Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Shampoo

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Replenish or Rebuilder 
(weekly)

Split Ends Therapy Balm 
(weekly)

Dry / Brittle / Damaged / 
Split End

Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Shampoo 

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Shampoo

Moisture Senses  
Hydrating Conditioner 

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Replenish, Rebuilder  
or MCT (weekly) 

Argan Oil (daily)

Split Ends Therapy Balm 
(weekly)

Oily Hair / Dry Ends Volume Senses  
Amplifying Shampoo 

Clarify Deep  
Cleansing Shampoo

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Moisture Senses   
Hydrating Conditioner

Luxe Leave-in Masque (daily) 

Tame Detangler (when 
required) 

MCT (Weekly)

Chemically Straightened Smooth Senses   
Anti-Frizz Shampoo

Smooth Senses  
Anti-Frizz Conditioner

Luxe Leave-in Masque (daily)

Replenish (weekly) 

Argan Oil (daily)

Split Ends Therapy Balm 
(weekly)

Blonde / Grey Blonde Senses  
Platinum Shampoo

Blonde Senses  
Platinum Conditioner

Tame Detangler (daily

Replenish (weekly)

Dandruff / Scalp Conditions Scalp Remedy Shampoo Scalp Remedy Conditioner Scalp Remedy Spray (daily)

Deep Cleansing Clarify Deep  
Cleansing Shampoo

Repair Senses  
Revitalizing Conditioner

Tame Detangler  
(when required)

Selection Guide — Styling Guide —

Formal Styling— Thermaprotect ·  
Formation · Brilliance · Ultimatum 
Hairspray · Complete Hairspray

Soft Bouncy Movement— Revive 
Dry Shampoo · Cloud Volume 
Powder · Voluminous Spray · 
Formation · Body Volume Texture · 
Thermaprotect · Shine Fluid

Textured Waves— Revive Dry Shampoo · Cloud Volume 
Powder · Murray River Salt Spray · Body Volume Texture 
· Thermaprotect · Brilliance · Ultimatum Hairspray · 
Complete Hairspray

Textured & Unstructured— Texture 
Clay · Defining Paste · Body Volume 
Texture · Murray River Salt Spray

Smooth with Volume— Voluminous 
Spray · Body Volume Texture · 
Formation · Brilliance

Rough & Wispy— Revive Dry Shampoo · Cloud  
Volume Powder · Voluminous Spray · Murray River Salt 
Spray · Body Volume Texture · Fibre Creme · Ultimatum 
Hairspray · Complete Hairspray

Defined Curls— Revive Dry 
Shampoo · Curl Creme · Formation 
· Body Volume Texture · Brilliance · 
End Repair

Straight & Smooth— Smoothing 
Balm · Shine Fluid · Thermaprotect 
· Ultimatum Hairspray · Complete 
Hairspray · Argan Oil

Short Pixie— Texture Clay · Defining 
Paste · Matt Pomade · Fibre Creme 
· Body Volume Texture · Ultimatum 
Hairspray · Complete Hairspray

Well Groomed— Matt Pomade 
· Construct Gel · Fibre Creme · 
Ultimatum Hairspray · Complete 
Hairspray

Grown Out Texture— Revive Dry 
Shampoo · Cloud Volume Powder 
· Murray River Salt Spray · Body 
Volume Texture · End Repair · 
Texture Clay · Ultimatum Hairspray · 
Complete Hairspray
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For all enquiries— 
P. 1300 328 763 
E. info@davroe.com davroe.com@davroe


